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The Enemy Within & Their Tactics

Hypnosis of the Left
What we Witnessed
For years all over the country faculty, students,
and administrators must tow the liberal party
line lest they be at risk of shortened careers or
low, politically motivated grades.
It’s the Communist Party line…

Hypnosis of the Left
Dr. Bella Dodd...1940s-1950s | Former Communist
On Senator Joe McCarthy:

Paraphrased: the attacks on Joe McCarthy were one of the
worst sneak campaigns to ever occur in the United States.
In 1954, Bella Dodd, a high ranking defector from the US
Communist Party, warned us that Masonic Jewish central
bankers are behind Communism, and this satanic cult
controls the USA.

History
Dr. Dodd Cont’d:
If they (communists) can gain control over certain
churches, they will do so…
The Communist Party operates by infiltrating and
subverting social institutions like the churches, schools,
mass media and government. Its aim is “to create new
types of human beings who will conform to the blueprint
of the world they confidently expected to control.”
Source: School of Darkness

History
JFK Knew…
Infiltration vs. Invasion speech
--Secret societies, communism, bankers
--Assassinated
“For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy
that relies primarily on covert means for expanding its sphere of influence -- on
infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on
intimidation instead of free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by
day. -JFK
J Edgar Hoover...
“The objectives of Communism are being steadily advanced…The individual is
handicapped by coming face to face with a conspiracy so monstrous, he cannot
believe it exists.” -J Edgar Hoover (1956)

The Left
The Left’s tool…
Massive hypnotic propaganda has deceived and
convinced the population that anyone who
points to a Communist conspiracy will be
ostracized and discredited.*

(They did it to McCarthy..yet he was right!)
* Source: The Hypnotic Communist

The Left
The Left’s Focus…
Christians. Why?
“Christianity is the foundation for the Constitution, and it its
principles cannot be openly practiced both in and out of
government, capitalism will lose its foundation support and be
replaced by its foe, Communism.”*
* Source: The Hypnotic Communist

The Left
Communism’s Tactics…
Hegel: T S A (Thesis-Synergy- Antithesis) | Problem-SolutionReaction
“What we are witnessing today is a worldwide demonic push for
synthesis. It’s about forging a utopia, the drive to be as God, to be
our own masters of meaning and destiny, and to build heaven on
earth.”
- Upside Down in America, pg 88 by Dr. Mike Spaulding
Godless reality= Imaginary Reality= Oneness ( a fake reality)
God is Dead | Self vs Selflessness | Revolution | Reason | Sorcery

More Tactics
- Push government into chaos- human sins of
the greedy lust for unlimited power
- Eliminate private property
(Self driving elec cars rentals)
- Eliminate the freedom to reap the fruits of
one’s own labor (kill incentive)
- Kill our spiritual foundation (Bible banned in
schools, coerce citizens (masks, shots, etc)

More Attempted Hypnosis
- They say America was never a Christian
nation…that’s another communist lie..
- The Constitution was inspired by the principles
from the Bible and applies its inspired truth.
(The left denies this)
- The right to own private property is essential to
a free people. (The left wants to steal it)

What’s Happening?
-The foundational layers are being broken up and
discarded (Christianity, Property Rights,
Capitalism, etc)
- The Government has been and is continuing to
be infiltrated and ransacked by a foreign body
and ideology while the public watches…

The Who and How
WHO…
Satan | Fallen Angels | Bloodlines | Illuminati-Cabal |
Hierarchy
HOW…
Coercive Power Through:

Economy | Religion | Political | Military
The Beast System | Media | Corporations | Finances

Be Forewarned!

We Are Being Hunted!
David Horowitz: The War to Destroy Christian
America
- They’re all the same…they follow a destructive
ideology (my note: they are a death cult)
- The seductive lies of the left…
https://youtu.be/7PAHNy4nGf8 31:05-36:17

Common law 101: (Fight Back)
- https://youtu.be/2eqvN0KqA74

Prayer Points
1 Kings 4:29, ESV. And God gave Solomon wisdom and
understanding beyond measure, and breadth of mind like the
sand on the seashore.
- Heavenly Father, we come to you with humble and contrite
hearts, knowing so little about the wisdom you wish us to have.
Help us in remaining focused on Your wisdom so that we can
dodge the fiery darts of Satan’s army. We pray for meekness to
our fellow man, yet assertive in our stance at Your gates to thwart
the attempts of evil ones to control us through their unlawful
claims to eliminate our beliefs, our families and our God given
rights to exist. We ask for protections for ourselves and all who
defend our Constitution and way of life, freely given to us by Your
hand.

Prayer Points
Matt 12:42. ESV. The queen of the South will rise up at the
judgment with this generation and condemn it, for she came
from the ends of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and
behold, something greater than Solomon is here.

- Father, we have been so brainwashed by the left that we have
forgotten who we are in You. Help us to re-focus our lives, our
thoughts, and to protect us from the power of the queen of the
south, who wreaks havoc on the brethren. Strengthen our resolve
to be Your salt and to withstand the works of the evil doers to
completely usurp and destroy the brotherhood of Christianity.

Prayer Points
Rom 16:19, ESV. For your obedience is known to all, so that I
rejoice over you, but I want you to be wise as to what is good and
innocent as to what is evil.
- Father, we have become so engrossed to the worldly systems
that we have forgotten who we are in You. We blindly fall into
the traps of those who have captured our government and want
to rid your remnant from this world. We pray for revival and
awakening so that all will see the wonder of your Kingdom, and
that all who have followed the path of evil will be revealed for all
to see. Give us strength and courage to reveal evil and stand with
the Body of Christ to thwart the evil running rampant in society.
We petition the throne room to hear all these prayers in Your
precious name, our Lord, Jesus Christ. Amen!

